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Abstract—New quantitative and semiautomated methods for
analyzing oil slick evolution using a time series of L-band synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) images with short repeat time are developed
and explored. In this study, two methods that are complementary
in terms of identifying temporal changes within an oil slick are
presented. The two methods reflect two ways of evaluating the oil
slicks. The first method identifies regions within the slick that show
persistently high damping ratio (the contrast between clean sea and
oil intensity), using higher damping values as a proxy for increasing
oil thickness. This method also weights the age of the scenes as the
algorithm incorporates new images. The second method outputs the
short-term drift pattern and the changes in the damping ratios and
copolarization ratios between two scenes, proxies for thickness, and
emulsification. Both methods can aid in identifying regions of high
priority for oil recovery. Due to the simplicity of the methods, they
can be adapted to time-series data from different types of sensors,
e.g., optical and SAR imagery. The methods are demonstrated on
three L-band uninhabited aerial vehicle SAR UAVSAR time series
acquired in November 2016 over a persistent seep in the Mississippi
Canyon Block 20 of the Gulf of Mexico. The results of the two
methods clearly show the movement and the weathering of the oil
as a function of both time and location.

Index Terms—Copolarization ratio, damping ratio, oil spill,
oil spill response, polarimetry, synthetic aperture radar (SAR),
uninhabited aerial vehicle synthetic aperture radar (UAVSAR).

I. INTRODUCTION

SYNTHETIC aperture radar (SAR) instruments are a key
operational monitoring tool for detection of marine oil

spills. Most commonly, a single SAR image is used to identify
location, extent, and, if possible, the source of the spill. This
information is often available in oil spill detection reports from
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operational services. Tools for quantifying the oil’s characteris-
tics and identifying their variations within a slick are still limited
within operational systems. Within the research community,
studies using a single SAR scene have demonstrated the potential
to characterize physical properties within oil slicks, specifically
the thickness and the volumetric fraction of oil [1]–[9]. Studies
have observed that thicker oil, including weathered emulsified
oil, causes more damping of the capillary and short gravity
waves and thus appears darker in SAR than thinner oil layers
(e.g., sheen) [3], [10]–[12]. With this information available, it
is possible to detect actionable oil in an operational response
setting.

A single SAR scene is valuable when obtaining a snapshot
view of an oil spill. Tracking the evolution of a slick requires
several images of the same slick, i.e., one must integrate scenes
from several SAR sensors or repeat imaging with one sensor. The
use of multiple SAR/optical images covering an oil spill/seep
has proven to be very useful for extracting information about
the drift pattern and the oil extent, two important factors that
can aid in assessing the potential environmental impacts from
such hazards. For example, both optical and SAR time series
with a long revisit time (days/weeks) have been investigated
[13]–[15].

An airborne SAR sensor can provide rapid repeat images to
monitor how the slick drifts and weathers on the sea surface. In
this study, we consider how a series of SAR images acquired
with short revisit time (minutes to hours) can be used to identify
areas within oil slicks of relatively thicker or more persistent
oil and their short-term drift patterns. This study introduces
complementary information products that could be valuable in
the recovery process, where timely knowledge of the spill is
important. We demonstrate that combining the temporal aspect,
using multiple SAR images with short repeat times, with charac-
terization of an oil spill can provide new information to improve
decision making during clean-up.

Studies with short repeat time series using SAR images have
demonstrated the potential of using the damping ratio to ex-
tract information about the transport, evolution, and change in
SAR properties on a short time scale (see [11] and [16]). The
methodologies presented in this study are aimed at creating map
products that combine all of this information to quantify and
visually depict the temporal evolution of the slick in an easily
understandable representation.
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From an oil spill response perspective, the first step in making
a map usable by responders is to identify the oil slick using either
manual or automatic segmentation algorithms. The purpose of
this study is to take the next steps, namely: 1) developing
methods for automatically identifying regions with persistent
presence of thick oil, indicated by high damping over a period
of time; and 2) extracting information about the oil slick drift
pattern to show where the thicker oil is moving. Such infor-
mation can be used as input to improve the oil spill response
and clean-up process by reducing reliance on visual analysis,
which can lead to limited, biased, or subjective conclusions.
The analysis is conducted on three-time series, each consisting
of between six and nine uninhabited aerial vehicle synthetic
aperture radar (UAVSAR) scenes, covering a persistent oil seep
in the Gulf of Mexico. This area is used as the test case for
demonstrating the potential of the suggested methods because
the slick formed from the seep often exhibits variations in oil
properties within the slick (see, e.g., [11] and [17]).

II. SELECTED SAR FEATURES

A number of features extracted from quad-polarimetric SAR
products have been investigated for their ability to both de-
tect and characterize oil (see, e.g., [5], [6], [9], and [18]).
For daily monitoring, the single-polarization (one polarization
channel) or the conventional dual-polarization (one linear co-
and cross-polarization channel) SAR mode is preferred over
the quad-polarimetric mode (four polarization channels) due to
its typically larger image swath. However, using the single- or
dual-polarization SAR comes at a cost of less polarimetric in-
formation, which might result in limitations when, for example,
attempting to characterize the oil slicks. In a response situation,
where the oil spill location is already known, multipolarization
and high spatial resolution are more important than large spatial
coverage.

The two main physical factors impacting the interaction be-
tween the incoming radar signal and the surface oil are the
dielectric properties and the roughness of the scattering surface.
In open water, the small-scale roughness induced by the wind is
higher in the surrounding clean sea compared to the oil-covered
area due to the oil damping of the capillary and short gravity
waves. The dielectric permittivity of seawater is much higher
than that of oil. For a thin oil layer, the oil dielectric properties
do not affect the backscatter amplitude in a measurable way, but
if the oil slick is thick (centimeter) or there is high concentration
of oil in the oil/sea mixture, the dielectric properties observed
by the radar may be altered by the presence of oil. SAR instru-
ments measure only the response from the upper surface, not in
the water column, due to little penetration of microwaves into
seawater. Hence, the oil droplets located in the water column
will not be detected by SAR.

We have selected two features that can be related to roughness
and the dielectric property. The first feature is the contrast
between the VV (vertical transmit and vertical receive) intensity
in clean sea versus oil, named the damping ratio (DRVV) (see [2])
and the second is the copolarization ratio contrast (CPRc). The

reasons for selecting these particular features are discussed in
Sections II-A and II-B.

The selected features are defined as

DRVV(θ) = σ0,sea
VV (θ)/σ0
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Here, σ0
VV is the radar cross section (σ0) in VV polarization,

θ is the incidence angle, and σ0,sea
VV is the radar cross section

from the clean sea surrounding the oil slick. Following the
established literature, the damping ratio is calculated as the
inverse of the ratio of the pixel value to the clean sea pixel
value for the same incidence angle. The copolarization ratio
(CPR) is the ratio of the HH- (horizontal transmit and horizontal
receive) and VV-intensity, and the contrast is calculated as the
inverse ratio to the clean sea values, consistent with the damping
ratio formula, and given the abbreviation CPRc. The reason is
that the marine surface oil investigated in this study spans a
significant range of incidence angles, thereby introducing an
incidence angle dependence for this feature across the oil slick.
Taking the ratio of an area covering clean sea and oil for a given
feature (e.g., CPR) partially cancels this dependence, especially
if the incidence angle offsets between clean sea and oil are minor.
The VV return is in general higher than the HH return for ocean
features, thereby producing CPR values between 0 and 1. DRVV

can be extracted from a single-polarimetric SAR system, where
only the VV channel is needed. CPRc needs a dual-polarimetric
system with HH and VV capabilities (such as those carried by
TerraSAR-X and the Radarsat Constellation Mission).

A. VV-Damping Ratio

The damping ratio has been observed to show a high contrast
between oil and clean sea. According to the Bragg scattering
theory, the damping ratio is a measure of the difference in
spectral energy density of the ocean surface waves between
oil-free and oil-covered surfaces [10]. The damping ratio has
been shown to be sensitive to relative thickness variations within
mineral oil slicks, where thicker oil causes more damping of the
capillary and short gravity waves [3], [10]–[12]. Gade et al. [2]
determined that the damping ratio increased with increasing
Bragg wavenumber and observed that L-band SAR measured
a lower damping ratio compared to C- and X-band SAR at the
same incidence angle. Under specific environmental conditions
(wind speed approximately 5–6 m/s), an early study [19] also
observed that a significant reduction in backscatter was corre-
lated with the thickest parts of the oil. A recent study [20] based
on a laboratory experiment using oil emulsion and crude oil
with different thicknesses demonstrated that the damping ratio
increased with oil thickness (using X- to Ka-band radars), but
reached a maximum damping ratio value at a given oil thickness
threshold at 1–2 mm for oil emulsion. Higher damping was
also reported for crude oil compared to emulsified oil in [20].
Airborne measurements and cruise surveys near the Mississippi
Canyon Block 20 (MC-20) slick (the same oil slick studied here)
reported oil thickness in the range 0.04 μm to 1 mm (sheen to
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Fig. 1. Study area and the oil slick area covered by the UAVSAR. Wind information is collected from the NOAA BURL1 station (orange circle), NOAA buoy
42020 (purple circle), and NOAA buoy 42040 (green circle). The yellow circle shows the location of the persistent seep in MC-20 (see, e.g., [11] and [14]). The
three different tones of gray show the coverage of the joint oil slick masks from the segmentation of the total set of scenes from TS-1, TS-2, and TS-3 (from dark
to light, respectively). The panel shows the evolution of the wind vectors from three buoys measured during the time period of the three sets of UAVSAR data. The
wind velocities are converted to U10.

crude oil) [11], [13], [21]. As described in [13] and [21] and
other studies regarding this site, there is considerable patchiness
within the oil slicks in this region, ranging from rainbow sheen
to fresh oil and emulsions, with the thicker components covering
the smaller areas within the larger slicks. Based on the experi-
ment presented in [20], the damping ratio studied here will, most
likely, increase with oil thickness. The damping ratio has been
used in several oil spill studies to identify internal zones [3], [11],
[22], to extract the volumetric mixing ratio of oil in water [6],
and to identify areas containing thicker oil within a slick [12].
The VV channel is used when calculating the damping ratio in
preference to the HH and HV channels because VV provides
higher contrast between oil and clean sea and is less affected by
the system noise [1], [23], [24].

B. Copolarization Ratio

According to the tilted Bragg scattering model [25], the ratio
of the two intensities HH and VV cancels the small-scale surface
roughness. This model has been shown to accurately reproduce
L-band SAR scattering from oil slicks using two different high-
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) airborne instruments [5], [9]. The
ratio is a function of the relative dielectric properties of the
multilayered medium (air, oil, and seawater), incidence angle,
and the geometry of the ocean surface waves [25]. To obtain a
high oil-to-sea contrast with this feature, the relative dielectric

properties must be altered by the oil. This means that the oil
layer thickness must be comparable to the penetration depth1 of
the radar (order of mm for L-band), so that the backscattered
signal comes from the oil layer itself. Hence, the CPR might
aid in the detection of the thickest oil within a slick [5]. In [5],
the authors demonstrated, both theoretically and experimentally
using UAVSAR data, that the CPR values were greater across
oil-infested areas compared to oil-free areas for incidence angles
spanning 30–60◦. In this study, CPRc is used instead of CPR.
CPRc is still a function of the same properties as the CPR, but
produces values close to 1 for clean sea areas and less than 1 for
oil-infested areas.

III. STUDY AREA AND DATASET

This study is based on three-time series of calibrated and
multilooked data acquired with the L-band UAVSAR airborne
sensor over a three-day period in November 2016. The UAVSAR
data are openly available from the Alaska Satellite Facility.2

The reader is referred to [27] for a more detailed description
of the calibration of the UAVSAR. The advantages of using the
UAVSAR sensor are the fine resolution (approximately 2.5 × 1
m range and azimuth single look resolution), the high SNR [27],

1The penetration depth is defined as the depth at which the radar signal is
attenuated to 1/e [26].

2Online. [Available]: http://www.asf.alaska.edu

http://www.asf.alaska.edu
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TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE ACQUISITION PERIOD AND THE NUMBER OF ACQUISITIONS

IN EACH TIME SERIES

and the possibility of short repeat time between scenes. The three
time series covered an area of MC-20 in the Gulf of Mexico,
where there has been a persistent oil seep of light Louisiana
sweet crude oil since 2004 [13], [14], [28], [29] (see Fig. 1).
This spill is well known and has been investigated in several
previous studies (see, e.g., [11], [13]–[15], [21], [28], and [30]).

One study [13] observed that the average slick area is ap-
proximately 14 km2 per image (evident from both SAR and
optical imagery) and with an estimated oil discharge rate of
48–1700 barrels/day. Another study, [15], observed on average
2.7 ± 2.4 km2 per day using 42 TerraSAR-X scenes. The oil
originates from the seafloor, which lies at a depth of 150 m
in this location (MC-20) [14] and rises to the surface after
undergoing different phases such as the plume phase and the
post-terminal phase (see e.g., [31], [32], and references therein).
The oil leaking from the seafloor might also start to diffuse or
disperse when traveling toward the surface. After reaching the
surface, the oil will continue to weather and move as a result of
the ocean and wind conditions. Furthermore, this persistent oil
slick in MC-20 travels along the isobaths (generally southwest to
northeast) [30]. The drift and extent are largely being controlled
by the river dynamics, and the oil pathway aligned with the
riverfront [13], [14].

Table I contains information about the acquisition period and
the number of acquisitions within each time series. The first time
series (TS-1) was acquired on November 15, 2016, the second
time series (TS-2) was acquired two days later in the morning
(local time) on November 17, and the third time series (TS-3)
was acquired in the afternoon (local time) on November 17.
The scenes were acquired approximately 20 min apart. Fig. 1
shows the study area and the slick extent in the three time series
displayed in different tones of gray. The three time series were
acquired under various wind and ocean conditions, as shown in
the panel of Fig. 1.

Wind information is obtained from three buoys located around
the study site (see Fig. 1). The NOAA BURL1 station is lo-
cated approximately 45 km from the seep in MC-20 with an
anemometer height of 38 m. The other two buoys (buoy 42020
and buoy 42040) have an anemometer height of 4 m and are
located approximately 78 and 110 km from the site. The wind
speed has been converted to equivalent neutral wind with an
anemometer height of 10 m (U10) [33], which resulted in a
change of approximately ±1 m/s. The panels in Fig. 1 show
the wind vectors concurrent with each time series. The wind
directions were relatively consistent within each time series,
and the measured wind speeds from the two days, 3.8–6.6 m/s,
are within the theoretical range (2–3 m/s to 10–14 m/s), where

oil spill detection is possible [34], [35]. The wind directions
are all orientated toward the south for the time period of TS-1,
with a small westward component. On November 17, the wind
directions were toward the north to northwest across the time
period of TS-2 and TS-3.

A. Oil Slick Masks

The oil slick masks were obtained from the UAVSAR data
by applying a Gaussian Mixture model to DRVV (see [36]
for a thorough description of this unsupervised segmentation
method). The output segments from this method are labeled as
oil-free or oil-infested segments, resulting in a binary image,
which was filtered using a connectivity filter to reduce the grainy
patterns that result from radar speckle.

The slick masks for the scenes within one time series vary due
to transport, spreading, and weathering processes. Therefore, all
the individual masks are joined to form a new overall mask,
which covers the entire oil slick extent across the given time
series. The UAVSAR data are provided in several formats, and
we use the UAVSAR scenes that have been multilooked to a
pixel spacing of 5 × 7.2 m (slant range × azimuth). Then, we
calculated DRVV and CPRc and generated the oil masks. Finally,
DRVV, CPRc, and oil masks were georeferenced3 creating a
stack of UAVSAR scenes on the same latitude/longitude grid
(see Figs. 2–4).

To simplify the discussion, the slicks are divided into regions,
indicated by the red boxes. The look direction is toward the left
of the flight direction, and three flight directions were used in the
data collection of TS-1, which are indicated by labels FD1, FD2,
and FD3 in Fig. 2. This results in a slightly different incidence
angle range across the slick; flight ID 001 had incidence angles
spanning 44–52◦; flight ID 002 and 003 had incidence angles
spanning 50–55◦, and the remaining flights (flight ID 004–008)
had incidence angles spanning 46–52◦ across the slick. Since
all the flights were looking close to downwind, the effect on the
look direction and the small incidence angle variations among
the scenes (in TS-1) is small. Only one flight direction (FD3) was
used in the acquisition of the scenes in TS-2 and TS-3, and the
incidence angles span approximately 40◦ ± 15◦ across the oil
slicks. The flights in TS-2 and TS-3 were looking upwind. TS-2
and TS-3 were acquired under approximately the same imag-
ing geometry, resulting in less deviation between the features
investigated due to incidence angle variations and different look
direction. In addition, the two features are calculated with respect
to the clean sea, which reduces the incidence angle variations
across the oil slick and between the scenes (see Section II).

B. Short Time Area Evolution of the Persistent Seep

The estimated area from the segmentation masks varies from
2 to 35 km2, where the smallest areas are observed on November
15 (TS-1), and the larger areas are observed on November 17 (see
Fig. 5). This matches [13], where an average of 14 km2 per image
was found across the three-time series. The estimated slick areas
for all scenes within a time series (spanning approximately

3Georeferenced using WGS84 and EPSG:4326.
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Fig. 2. (a) VV damping ratio (DRVV), (b) the copolarization ratio contrast
(CPRc), and (c) the corresponding mask of the clean sea (background) and
oil-infested areas (black) from the TS-1 scene acquired at 13:09 UTC. The
imaging direction of UAVSAR is to the left of the flight direction (FD). The
sidelobes from the point target to the lower right is masked out. The black star
is the approximate location of the seep (see, e.g., [11] and [14]).

2–4 h) are similar. Hence, the total area does not change drasti-
cally over these short time series, which might allow identifica-
tion of stable areas with approximately the same SAR backscat-
ter intensity over time. The reasons why there are changes in the
area across 15 November (TS-1) and 17 November (TS-2 and
TS-3) are most likely due to changes in wind, current, and/or
rate of the oil discharge from the sea floor.

IV. METHOD

We are interested in identifying temporal changes in the
investigated features that can be used to observe short-term
oil slick drift. These changes are connected to the spreading
and weathering processes of the oil slick, and are reflected in
the backscattered signal. The damping ratio and copolarization

Fig. 3. (a) VV damping ratio (DRVV), (b) the copolarization ratio contrast
(CPRc), and (c) the corresponding mask of the clean sea (background) and
oil-infested areas (black) from the TS-2 scene acquired at 16:11 UTC. See Fig. 2
caption for more labeling details.

ratio extracted from SAR have been frequently used in single
scene analysis, and we want to demonstrate some examples of
how these features can be used in a time series. Therefore, the
changes in investigated feature values are explored as a function
of time at various locations within the slick. By quantifying the
change in the parameters, we can obtain information about the
stability of the SAR features in the oil slick as a function of time.
Here, the stability is used as a measure of how little a feature
value changes within a given area over a certain time interval.
Different products derived from statistical analysis are used to
evaluate whether a time series with short repeat time can provide
complementary information to a single acquisition.
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Fig. 4. (a) VV damping ratio (DRVV), (b) the copolarization ratio contrast
(CPRc), and (c) the corresponding mask of the clean sea (background) and
oil-infested areas (black) from the TS-3 scene acquired at 23:27 UTC. See Fig. 2
caption for more labeling details.

One important step in a response action is to investigate the
spill site for situational awareness. The mineral oil thickness
might vary within the oil slick and create zones with varying
characteristics that affect the SAR backscatter signal. Various
containment and recovery equipment exist, e.g., mechanical,
chemical, biological, and/or physical methods, whose efficiency
depends upon the oil thickness. Knowledge of the thicker oil’s
location and drift pattern could be used to identify locations
where the response should be focused. In this study, we explore
methods that capture how these zones change as a function of
time and quantify the stability of these zones.

A. Method 1—Detection of Stable Regions Within the Oil Slick

Method 1 identifies those locations where the VV damping
ratio is consistently high throughout the time series. This is
achieved by counting the number of scenes in which DRVV for
a given pixel is above a certain threshold (Th). Operationally,
the most recent acquisition is the most important scene in a time
series, since it provides the latest status of an oil spill. To account
for this, the stability level (SL) is calculated by applying higher
weights to the more recent scenes. We use an exponentially
weighted moving average filter, and the input to the SL is a

Fig. 5. Estimated area covered by oil from the segmentation masks. Each bar
is divided in the regions defined in Figs. 2–4. (a) TS-1. (b) TS-2. (c) TS-3.

binary image calculated as

Bi(x, y) =

{
1, if Fi(x, y) > Th

0, if Fi(x, y) < Th

(3)

where i = [1, N ], F i is the feature (e.g., DRVV) evaluated for
scene i, i = 1 is the earliest image, i = N is the most recent,
and (x, y) is the spatial position in the scene. Furthermore, the
SL is calculated as

SLi(x, y) =

{
Bi(x, y), i = 1

αBi(x, y) + (1− α)SLi−1(x, y), i > 1

(4)
where i = [1, N ]. SLi is the level of stability measured at scene
i. The coefficient α is the level of weighting, which is defined
between 0 and 1. A high α discounts older observations faster,
and for α = 1, SLi(x, y) = Bi(x, y), i.e., equal to the current
binary image i. For α = 0, SLi(x, y) = B1(x, y), i.e., all new
observations are discarded. Hence, in order to include and weight
all scenes in a time series, α cannot be 0 or 1.

The choice of α is somewhat arbitrary, but in this work, α
was set to 0.5. This gives the current observation equal weight
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to that of all previous observations combined. Maps of SL show
the most recent measurement, i.e., SLN . In order to obtain a
realistic SL map, the total number of scenes must exceed 2 and
α ∈ (0, 1); otherwise, the SL is only a binary image. The values
from the weighted running average filter are then scaled between
0% and 100% so that a value of 100% indicates completely
stable oil pixels, i.e., the feature value for a given pixel location
is always above Th throughout the time series. The choice of
Th is tunable to cover the range of values within the scene, with
high values of Th used to identify the high-damping-ratio areas
as a proxy for slick thickness. The benefits of using the weighted
running average filter implemented in the SL are that the weights
are independent of the number of scenes available, and we can
update the SL map whenever a new acquisition is obtained. To
reduce radar speckle while preserving the spatial resolution, in
this study, DRVV is smoothed with a 5 × 5 moving average mask
prior to the calculation of the SL.

B. Method 2—Radiometric Change Detection
for Identifying Drift Patterns

Method 2 investigates the change in the polarimetric infor-
mation as a function of both time and space to create a map
that can be used to understand short-term drift patterns. Change
detection using SAR images have been widely explored for
various applications such as monitoring vegetation, urban, and
agricultural areas. The surfaces of the clean sea and the oil slicks
are highly nonstationary, and due to the dynamic changes within
the slicks and the ocean, the backscattered signals vary from
one acquisition to the next. Therefore, exploring changes on a
pixel-to-pixel basis is inefficient. In this study, a window size
of 5 × 5 pixels is used to obtain the local mean value from the
input feature image (DRVV or CPRc). The difference in the mean
(rDM) feature value is calculated between the reference flight and
the other flights in the following manner:

rDM = μID − μref. flight (5)

where ID is the flight ID, μID is the local mean within a 5 × 5
window from scene ID, andμref. flight is the local mean calculated
from the reference flight. If the rDM is close to 0, then no change
has occurred between two scenes on average within the 5 × 5
neighborhood. Note that this method only considers two scenes,
as opposed to method 1 that incorporates information from all
the scenes in the time series.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The two methods are applied to the three-time series (TS-1,
TS-2, and TS-3) to detect the stability of the features and drift
patterns of the slicks. The following sections present the results
and a discussion of how the methodology can be used.

A. Method 1—Detection of Stable Regions Within the Oil Slick

The overall aim of the SL method is to locate and quantify
regions that have a consistently high damping ratio over a period
of time. Given that it takes time to deploy boats to a spill during

clean-up operations, directing them to areas likely to have and
to continue to retain thicker oil will reduce deployment time.

The range of DRVV values is approximately 1–5 for the scenes
in TS-1, 1–8 for the scenes in TS-2, and 1–10 for the TS-3 scenes.
Here, we calculate the SL [see (4)] using in total six scenes (the
latest scenes) in each time series, to enable the same number of
scenes with equal time difference between scene for comparison.
The results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 6.

The different maps in Fig. 6 show the SL for thresholds Th =
2, 3, and 4. Since a weighting factor of 0.5 is used [see (4)],
an SL value above 50% will indicate that the latest acquisition
and some scenes prior to the latest scene had a DRVV above the
threshold. Furthermore, if the SL is below 50% the latest scene
did not have a DRVV above the threshold, but some prior scenes
did. Regions of high SL values (above 98%) are colored dark
red to clearly indicate the areas that are the most stable, and
Fig. 6(b), (c), (e), (f), (h), and (i) indicates regions where DRVV

is relatively high (above 3) across the entire time series. Higher
damping values likely indicate thicker or more emulsified oil.

For the TS-1 scenes [see Fig. 6(a)–(c)], the dark red areas
become more constrained toward the southern part of the main
slick (closer to the source of the seep) when the threshold of
DRVV increases. When a threshold of 4 is used, three main
regions show 100% stability (dark red) in TS-2 scenes [see
Fig. 6(d)–(f)], e.g., the slick in B1 shows a stable region stretch-
ing from south to north. One small area on the southeast side
of B1 has a 100% stability. The oil slick in B3 also shows
an area of high SL over the 2-h time period. The oil slick
located in B3 has been on the surface longer compared to the
oil slick in B1 and B2. Potential reasons for having these high
damping ratio values in B3 are emulsification [37] and/or oil
accumulation in the river-induced front from the plume river
dynamics of the Mississippi River [14]. There is a high SL
area in C1. The elongated oil slick area in C2 also has a stable
region of high DRVV values [above 4; see Fig. 6(i)]. This is of
special importance since this slick region has been subject to
weathering for a longer time period compared to the southeast
part of the slick, closest to the source. The high DRVV value
might be a result of the formation of emulsions over time [37]
or of accumulation of oil along the fronts.

Method 1 does not account for the direction in which the
thick oil is being transported by winds and currents, which is
considered by method 2.

B. Method 2—Radiometric Change Detection
for Identifying Drift Patterns

Prior work combining short SAR time series of slick evolution
with oil drift modeling showed that both wind and local currents
can significantly affect short term drift patterns [38]–[40]. In
coastal areas where the currents can change over short spatial
scales, accurately modeling drift patterns is challenging. Method
2 calculates the difference in the local mean feature values (rDM)
between two scenes to identify drift patterns independent of
modeling or knowledge of local currents and wind. Method 2
is applied on TS-2 and TS-3 (see Figs. 7 and 9). Similar results
apply for TS-1 (not shown).
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Fig. 6. Maps showing the SL in percent of DRVV for various values of Th. (a)–(c) SL extracted from the TS-1 scenes. (d)–(f) SL maps from the TS-2 scenes.
(g)–(i) SL maps from the TS-3 scenes. The black star is the approximate location of the seep (see, e.g., [11] and [14]).

Information about persistent areas (being the same media,
either oil or clean sea, in the two scenes) and areas in transitions
are shown in Figs. 7(a)–(c) and 9(a)–(c) and are generated by
change detection based on the oil slick masks obtained from
segmentation. The light red and blue colors correspond to areas
that are persistent, while the dark red and blue colors show areas
in transition between oil-coverage and clean sea or vice versa.
This is considered as the ground truth, and comparison to these
maps is discussed in the upcoming paragraphs.

Figs. 7(d)–(f) and 9(d)–(f) show the rDM obtained using DRVV

with the first flight in the given time series as the reference flight.
The orange-red areas indicate where DRVV has increased in
value from the first flight, while yellow colors indicate little
change between the first flight to the flight ID investigated.
Green–blue indicates areas where there has been a decrease in

DRVV. Figs. 7(g)–(i) and 9(g)–(i) show rDM using CPRc, where
a similar interpretation applies. Note that the colorbar is reversed
for CPRc compared to the colorbar used for DRVV because oil
causes a lower CPRc value compared to clean sea, which is the
opposite trend from that of DRVV. There are several possible
rDM images that could be displayed, but only three of them are
shown in Figs. 7 and 9. Fig. 8 shows results of thresholding
rDM(DRVV), which are compared to Fig. 7(c).

1) Discussion of the Short-Term Drift Pattern of TS-2: A
clear oil drift pattern is observed within the three areas B1, B2,
and B3 (see Fig. 7). In general, the oil in B1 and B2 spreads
out in the northwest direction, while the oil in B3 moves in the
southwest direction. The oil slick inB1 is closest to the source of
the oil (black star in Fig. 7). The red/orange band on the western
part of B1 in Fig. 7(d)–(i) indicates an increase (decrease) in
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Fig. 7. (a)–(c) Maps (based on the oil slick masks) showing the persistent areas colored light blue for clean sea and light red for oil. The areas in transition are
colored dark blue or dark red for “oil→ clean sea” or “clean sea→ oil,” respectively. The time (min) given in the header of each map represents time since the first
acquisition, i.e., the reference flight ID 000. (d)–(f) Maps showing the local mean difference (rDM) of DRVV between flight ID 000 and some of the other flights.
The colors range from blue indicating a decrease in DRVV to red indicating an increase in DRVV. (g)–(i) Maps showing rDM of CPRc between flight ID 000 and
some of the other flights. The colors range from red indicating a decrease in CPRc, to blue indicating an increase in CPRc. The black star is the approximate
location of the persistent seep in MC-20.

DRVV (CPRc). This red/orange band gets wider with time, indi-
cating that the oil spreads out in the northwest direction, which
is in accordance with the wind direction. However, on the east
side of B1, DRVV values decrease as a function of time, which
might indicate that the oil is transported from the east (blue)
to the west (red) regions. The same conclusion can be drawn
from CPRc. As pointed out in [11], there is a convergence zone
entering from the east side of B1 at approximately 80 min after

the first acquisition and moves northwards throughout the time
series. The oil slick inB3 is located where the near-shore coastal
current has a southwestern direction, as opposed to the slick in
B1 and B2 where the ocean current is toward the northeast [16].
In B3, the oil is transported with the coastal current toward
the southwest, and not with the wind as the oil in B1 and B2.
Again, for the oil slick in B3, there are decreasing DRVV values
on the opposite side from where there is an increase, indicating
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Fig. 8. (a) Map based on thresholding of rDM(DRVV) between the first acquisition and the last acquisition (157-min difference), i.e., thresholding of Fig. 7(f).
(b) Fig. 7(c) is repeated for easier comparison.

oil movement. In general, rDM using CPRc [see Fig. 7(g)-(i)]
shows a similar behavior as rDM for DRVV [see Fig. 7(d)–(f)].
DRVV and CPRc are similar for B1 and B2, where rDM from
CPRc also captured the spreading of the oil.

2) Comparison of Figs. 7(c) and 8 for TS-2: Fig. 8(a) shows
thresholding of rDM(DRVV) of Fig. 7(f), and Fig. 8(b) shows the
same map in Fig. 7(c) for easier comparison. The dark blue areas
in Fig. 8(a) indicate a decrease larger than 1 for DRVV between
the first and last acquisition in TS-2 [see Fig. 7(f)]. A decrease in
DRVV with time corresponds to when oil was present in the first
acquisition, but not in the last acquisition. An alternative expla-
nation is a decrease in the oil concentration or thickness layers
between the two scenes, since a large part of the area shown was
in category “oil→ oil” [light red color in Fig. 8(b)], meaning
that oil was present for the entire time interval, but a decrease
in DRVV occurred. Furthermore, the dark red area in Fig. 8(a)
corresponds well with the dark red area in Fig. 8(b), indicating
an increase in DRVV above 1 between the two scenes, which
corresponds to oil drifting/spreading into these areas during the
157-min time interval. Overall, the primary differences between
Fig. 8(a) and (b) are between the yellow areas [see Fig. 8(a)],
which corresponds mostly to the light red and light blue areas
in Fig. 8(b). This difference is due to DRVV only decreasing
slightly [changes in the range from − 1 to 1; see yellow-colored
areas in Fig. 8(a)] over the 157-min time interval. Similar figures
and interpretation applies for TS-3, but are not shown here.

3) Discussion of the Short-Term Drift Pattern of TS-3:
Fig. 9(d)–(f) shows rDM based on DRVV for the TS-3 scenes,
whereas Fig. 9(g)–(h) shows rDM based on CPRc. The effect of
the wind can clearly be seen for the oil slick in C1, where DRVV

increases on the western part of C1 and decreases on the eastern
part of C1. This is a result of the oil being transported from
east to west by the wind. The same phenomena are observed
for CPRc. For the oil slick in C2, the effect of both the wind
and the southwestern ocean current is present. First, the wind
pushes the oil in the northwest direction, which can be seen by

the red region being located above the blue-colored region in
Fig. 9(d)–(i). This is also seen in Fig. 9(a)–(c), where the red
band (clean sea→ oil) is above the dark blue area (oil→ clean
sea). In the south of the red band in C2, there is a corresponding
blue band that also gets wider with time, which reveals that
DRVV decreases and CPRc increases as the slick moves out of
this area. Having similar observations of rDM for both DRVV and
CPRc might indicate an increase in the oil concentration, which
could be a result of accumulation of oil due to the wind drag
(most likely) and/or the riverfront, or to oil emulsification. The
oil at the surface might also initially be fairly thick/concentrated
and then spreads out as sheen by winds and currents and be
pushed against the plume resulting in accumulation of oil along
the fronts.

C. Limitations

One of the drawbacks of method 1 (SL) is the need for tuning
Th, but for these three-time series, a threshold of 3 was able
to capture patches of oil with high damping ratio values over a
period of time. However, this threshold might differ from other
oil types, sensors, and metocean conditions and should only be
tuned within each time series. The damping ratio is also sensitive
to wind and sea state conditions, and at high wind speed, the
damping ratio is expected to be smaller than at low-to-moderate
wind speeds (4–7 m/s) [3]. This might impact the threshold that
is used. The wind speed was measured to be between 3.8 and
6.6 m/s for the two days, which indicates comparable conditions.
It is recommended that additional tests for other sea state and
weather conditions be performed in future work.

Furthermore, the two methods can only be applied using
short-term time series, since a time series spanning many days
might cover various sea and wind states, which could influence
the damping ratio values and the threshold in method 1. As
mentioned in the previous section, the goal of the two methods
is to demonstrate that change detection can be performed on
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Fig. 9. (a)–(c) Maps (based on the oil slick masks) showing the persistent areas colored light blue for clean sea and light red for oil. The areas in transition are
colored dark blue or dark red for “oil→ clean sea” or “clean sea→ oil,” respectively. The time (min) given in the header of each map represents time since the first
acquisition, i.e., the reference flight ID 000. (d)–(f) Maps showing the local mean difference (rDM) of DRVV between flight ID 000 and some of the other flights.
The colors range from blue indicating a decrease in DRVV to red indicating an increase in DRVV. (g)–(i) Maps showing rDM of CPRc between flight ID 000 and
some of the other flights. The colors range from red indicating a decrease in CPRc, to blue indicating an increase in CPRc. The black star is the approximate
location of the persistent seep in MC-20.

a short time scale. Another limitation of both methods is that
a clean sea region needs to be present in the SAR scene when
calculating DRVV, but given the size of scenes from most remote
sensing instruments, this is commonly not a limiting factor. The
results are obtained under moderate wind conditions, and further
research regarding other metocean conditions is necessary. Fur-
ther testing is still required to confirm the relationship between
relative oil thickness and damping ratio (DRVV).

D. Summary

Figs. 10 and 11 show close-up images of DRVV [see
Figs. 10(a) and 11(a)], SL (when DRVV > 3) [see Figs. 10(b)
and 11(b)], and rDM (using DRVV) [see Fig. 10(c) and 11(c)]
for the region closest to the source of the seep, i.e., southern
part of B1 (TS-2) and C1 (TS-3). Figs. 10(a) and 11(a) show the

last DRVV image in the time series, in which variation of the
oil characteristics with the slick is evident. The areas with high
DRVV values in the most recent image should be prioritized, but
these areas do not hold information about the past, which the
SL image provides. For comparison, the darkest red areas in SL
[see Figs. 10(b) and 11(b)] are where DRVV > 3 in all the scenes
of the time series. Therefore, SL shows both where the thicker
oil was most recently (values � 50%) and where the oil has
persistently been in a particular area (values approaching 100%).
The SL map clearly locates the persistent high damping ratio
areas within the slick. The dark red regions should, therefore, be
prioritized as good starting points for the recovery operation.

Figs. 10(c) and 11(c) show where the oil is spreading/drifting
based on the rDM calculated with DRVV. The oil slicks in both
Figs. 10 and 11 are spreading toward the northwest. Having this
information available could aid in navigating into the site and
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Fig. 10. (a) Detailed DRVV image of the lower part of B1 from TS-2. (b) SL from the last scene in the time series [see Fig. 6(e)]. (c) Mean difference of DRVV
between the first and last scenes in TS-2 [see Fig. 7(f)]. The time (in min) since the first acquisition is shown in the header of (a) and (c).

Fig. 11. (a) Detailed DRVV image of the lower part of C1 from TS-3. (b) SL from the last scene in the time series [see Fig. 6(e)]. (c) Mean difference of DRVV
between the first and last scenes in TS-2 [see Fig. 7(f)]. The time (in min) since the first acquisition is shown in the header of (a) and (c).

planning the timeline for recovery and use of field resources.
The SL and rDM maps provide complementary information to
the single DRVV image in a given time series.

VI. CONCLUSION

The overall goal of this study is to demonstrate two com-
plementary semiautomated methods that can be used with time-
series data to produce maps showing the trends in slick transport
and weathering without requiring visual inspection of each of
the scenes, while also incorporating a memory of the evolution
history. Two methods, SL and rDM, are suggested, which are
complementary in terms of identifying the zones of stability
within a slick, the drift patterns of the slick, and the weathering
and accumulation of oil to form higher damping surface layers.
These are important aspects in the planning and execution of a
clean-up process. The methods are summarized as follows.

Method 1: This method is used to identify patches within
the slick that consistently exhibit a high damping ratio over a
period of time, assumed to indicate thicker oil. The information
obtained from the SL can be used in an oil spill recovery

operation, where high SL areas should be investigated first, and
to direct crews to the site since deployment from base could take
a while, in particular in remote locations such as in the Arctic. It
is only reasonable to use the SL method over a short time period
as the oil slick might drift sufficiently far that the slick masks
are nonoverlapping. Additionally, this method could also be well
suited to obtain an overview of a persistent leak from platforms
or pipelines. In the scenario studied here, the oil originates from
a seep at the seafloor, and new oil is continuously emerging at the
surface. Hence, the SL method is suited for this type of scenario,
and the high SL values could be of special importance as they
reveal patches of high damping ratio over a longer period of
time. Further studies should be conducted on oil slicks that are
spilled at the surface and not leaked from the seabed as in this
case.

Method 2: The SL method detects regions of consistently
high DRVV values, but it cannot detect where the oil is moving.
The second method compliments this by obtaining an overview
of the oil drift pattern using the mean change (rDM) of both
DRVV and CPRc and the difference in the oil masks between
two scenes. Here, both information about the oil movement
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and the backscatter change within the oil slick can be obtained.
DRVV and CPRc demonstrated similar results in rDM. DRVV can,
thus, be recommended, since only one polarization channel is
needed to identify variations within the slick. Another goal of
this method was to identify areas that the oil is moving to and
from, i.e., small-scale drift patterns.

Scene-to-scene changes using airborne SAR need to be re-
stricted to the actual backscatter properties of the target. These
changes are the different sensor properties, such as imaging
geometry (look direction and incidence angle), frequency, polar-
ization, resolution, and swath width, which are likely to impact
the scene to scene variations, so these should be unchanged
during the airborne acquisitions. A recent development is the
introduction of cost-effective SAR microsatellites.4 The increas-
ing number of such affordable satellites may in the future enable
multiple observations on a daily basis without the use of an
aircraft. Combining such microsatellites and other spaceborne
satellites, it might be possible to construct a time series of
spaceborne SAR images with short time difference between
scenes. However, the different sensor properties could obfuscate
the observed changes on the surface between scenes, which must
be considered in a time series analysis. Due to the simplicity of
the two methods presented, they could be adapted to other sensor
types, such as optical satellites, but using other input features.
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